There is still a question of what implicit cognitions actually are and how they compare to explicit cognitions. Most studies using the implicit method have assessed attitudes or concepts likely to be held or maintained for a long period of time, such as race attitudes (Mitchell, Nosek & Banaji, 2003) , and self-esteem (Greenwald, McGhee & Schwartz, 1998) . As a consequence, not much is known about the nature of their origin.
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Using the assumption that explicit and implicit attitudes form when people are exposed to information about a new object, we aimed to explore under which conditions explicit and implicit attitudes form by exposing participants to different amounts of information about a relatively unknown object.
The initial hypothesis is that explicit and implicit attitudes will increase linearly (i.e. show a linear increase towards positivity as amount of positive information increases).
METHOD
Undergraduate students at Ajou University (Suwon, South Korea) were exposed to advertising material about a fictional brand of wine called 'Cultura'. Participants were assigned into one of four groups (control, low, medium and high) that represented increasingly elaborate information about the fictional brand of wine. Wine was chosen as a target of manipulation because Korean students have relatively little knowledge on brand of wine.
All four groups initially completed explicit (self-report; semantic differential scale) and implicit (single category IAT variant) attitudes about 'Cultura', a name for a wine created for research purposes (Pre-Test). Then, each group received a manipulation instruction depending on the type of group followed by the completion of the same explicit and implicit measures of 'Cultura' as in Pre-Test (Post-Test) . Participants in the control condition completed the Post-Test explicit and implicit measures without manipulation. In the low condition, participants were told that they were being assessed about their attitude towards a red wine called 'Cultura', after which they were given five minutes to inspect a simple brochure which contained basic information about the region from which 'Cultura' is produced. Explicit and implicit measures were given again, after exposure to the brochure. The medium condition was identical to the low condition, but this time, a bottle of wine with a fabricated wine label with the name 'Cultura', was shown to participants. The high condition was identical to the medium condition, but a more elaborate brochure was given to the participants, detailing tasting notes and expert reviews of the wine. In every experimental condition (i.e., low, medium, and high), the information provided about 'Cultura' was positive.
RESULTS
Explicit and implicit attitudes did not show a linear increase towards positivity as more positive information was given about 'Cultura'. Results overall indicated that explicit attitudes in all three manipulations were higher than control, however, none were significantly different from each other. Implicit attitudes however showed a different pattern, with the only condition significantly higher than control resulting from the low manipulation.
DISCUSSION
The pattern of data was not expected. However, it does show an interesting pattern as to the nature of explicit and implicit attitudes. Explicitly, increasing the elaborateness of the information presented seemed to result in a more positive attitude, but the effect was the same no matter how much positive information was given to the participants beyond the fact that the name, 'Cultura', is a wine. Implicitly, only the condition that provided the smallest amount of information resulted in a significant increase in positive attitude compared to controls (i.e., positive implicit attitude shift).
This pattern of data raises interesting questions that require further investigation. First, if the data are taken at face value, it has important implications for the nature of implicit cognition formation. While simple information can influence implicit attitudes, information that requires more complex processing does not necessarily add any meaningfully positive influence on implicit attitude. Second, our attempts at producing elaborate brochures and wine labels may not have resulted in a credible manipulation, and its effects on implicit attitudes were dampened as a result.
Even with potentially important questions remaining in a follow-up study, it was shown by the data that the pattern of explicit and implicit attitudes formed by the stimuli was very different, and how participants respond explicitly is not necessarily an indicator of their implicit response, suggesting distinct paths of information processing through explicit and implicit cognition.
